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Autumn1
Nursey 2
year olds

Nursery
3 year
olds

Autumn 2

Following routines
Knowing what is going to happen now/next
Talks about ‘me’, ‘mam’, ‘dad’
Knows family members
Exploring the environment – Bear hunt
Understanding seasons - clothes
People and communities – knows family/imitates actions
The world- notices their environment
Shape space and measure – past and future events
Speaking – holds topic of conversation (H/G)

Reception

People who help us
Poppies – why we have poppies?
This is me – family past

Spring 1

Spring 2

Following routines
Knowing what is going to happen now/next
Talks about ‘me’, ‘mam’, ‘dad’
Knows family members
Exploring the environment – Bear hunt
Understanding seasons - clothes
People and communities – interested in familiar people’s
lives/recognises special events
The world – asks questions about their familiar world/can
discuss this
Speaking – relay pasts events in order/ connect ideas
Africa
How has West Rainton changed over the years?

Summer 1

Summer 2

Following routines
Knowing what is going to happen now/next
Talks about ‘me’, ‘mam’, ‘dad’
Knows family members
Exploring the environment – Bear hunt
Understanding seasons - clothes
People and communities – similarities and
differences of people/unique
The world – shows concern for environment/ why
things happen/understanding changes over time
Speaking – gains vocabulary from experiences (H/G)
Seaside – describe environment
How have I changed?

Year 1

Gunpowder plot

Our country -The UK

Great fire of London

Wonderful weather

Coal mining

Our local area

Year 2

War and
Remembrance

Maps

Saint Cuthbert and
Durham Cathedral

China

Florence Nightingale

Seaside

Year 3

The rainforests

Stone Age to the Iron Age

Extreme weather

The Romans

Europe and UK

Anglo Saxons and
Vikings

Year 4

Settlements
(Where do people
settle?)
Trade and economics

The Shang Dynasty
(What was it like to live
during the Shang Dynasty?)
DLI
(Can a baby join the army?)

Mountains
(Where is the tallest
mountain?)
Rivers
(What can the journey of a
river tell us?)

Tudors
(How did the Tudors influence our
lives?)
Industrial Revolution
(Was the impact of the Industrial
Revolution on working class

Enough for all
(Is there enough for
everyone?)
America
(How many of the states
do you know?)

Ancient Egypt
(Would you like to be a
mummy?)
Ancient Greece

Year 5/6

History

Geography
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(Which countries do the
UK trade with, and is it
always fair?)

History

Geography

people a positive or negative
one?)

(How did the Ancient
Greeks influence the
words we speak today?)

